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EcoCiv for Eco-Justice at the Parliament of the World’s
Religions
EcoCiv will be helping to organize the Justice Track at
Parliament of World Religions in Toronto, November

2018. The Parliament is the largest interfaith gathering in the w
with over 10,000 people expected to attend.

Through the Justice Track, EcoCiv will bring toge
interreligious organizations that are working at both the grassr
and policy levels. EcoCiv sees both groups as vital to large-s
change: Grassroots efforts (EcoCiv calls them ecological laborato
i.e. “EcoLabs”) are making tremendous contributions to
understanding of what is possible, but they need support o
broader level. Policy makers have the potential to enact bro
change but need both concrete experience and vision to s
policy toward long-term impact. EcoCiv plans to partner
both of these groups, as well as visionary religious leaders, in o
to create civilizational change.

EcoCiv will be responsible for organizing the Justice Assem
as well as sessions and workshops. EcoCiv’s goal is to cr
concrete, sustained action worldwide on issues related to
justice. In order to meet this goal, EcoCiv will organize sess
along a five-day continuum, from grounding the issue on days
and two, to interconnecting justice issues on day three, to a hop
imagining of the future on day four, to a clear action plan
change on day five. Already, EcoCiv is hosting small consultat
with experts to develop a cross-sector, secular and relig
understanding of justice issues, with food justice being the f
These consultations are geared toward arriving at actions that
be shared at the Parliament.

EcoCiv is currently seeking session proposals for the Ju
Track that are interreligious or multi-religious, stray from
academic paper model, and have an obvious commitment to ju
and the creation of a sustainable society. EcoCiv hopes to o
sessions that inspire participants to act on what they learn,
foster engagement with the world and its guiding institutions,
that give participants tools and skills for developing spe
initiatives that will continue beyond the Parliament. Quest
about proposals can be directed to Megan Anderson, Directo
Programming, at manderson@ecociv.org.
ecological civilization and eco-justice, as global catastrophe
have the greatest impact on those who are least responsible fo
It is imperative that marginalized groups be included, as they
be most impacted by ecological collapse. Without their voic
full vision of an ecological, just civilization cannot be form
EcoCiv is working to create scholarships for groups and individ
who would otherwise never be able to attend to tell their s
connect with others, and generate action. To support the scholar
program, contact Kenzie Simpson, Director of Development
Partner Relations, at kenzie.grubitz@gmail.com.

The Justice Track at the Parliament of the World’s Relig
is one of many international events EcoCiv is helping to orga
To learn more or to sign up for the EcoCiv newsletter, visit
website at www.ecociv.org. ♦

*Information and registration
the Parliament of World
gions in Toronto can be foun
parliamentofreligions.org. E
Bird registration fees are a
able until February 28, 2018

www.ecociv.org
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Art as Process: Process as Art
"PO"—An interactive art installation using painting and sensor technology to exhibit a process rather
than a result.

By Sinan von Stietencron
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The series "PO"—short for Process Ontology—is the title of an ongoing
of concept works by the German artist and philosopher Sinan von Stieten
The interactive works mix traditional artistic techniques and modern techn
in order to create processual artworks which question traditional mean
producing and presenting art.

As a freelance artist doing my doctorate thesis in philoso
on the subject of process metaphysics, many of my works
inspired or even direct consequences of philosophical reflect
Art allows us to reflect upon ideas in a mode void of the o
hindering verbal expression. By transposing an idea into an artw
we gain access to a more playful, subtle, and intuitive form
inquiry, which nonetheless demands logic and coherence. Philoso
and art are two complementary forms of human expression w
presuppose, but often also exclude, each other. It seems Whiteh
had a similar polar understanding of both when he used them
characterize the term culture:

"Culture is activity of thought, and receptiveness to beauty
and humane feeling. [...] What we should aim at producing is
men who possess both culture and expert knowledge in some
special direction. Their expert knowledge will give them the
ground to start from, and their culture will lead them as deep
as philosophy and as high as art."
the nature of an artwork back in late 2009 with my friend
fellow art student Robert Weissenbacher , who is now an asp
painter in the German art scene. We both studied at the Mu
Academy of Fine Arts in a class dedicated to interdiscipli
research. While most other classes focused on mainly one art
technique, our class included performance, photography, sculp
painting, installation, conceptual and media art. Around the s
time I began to immerse myself deeper into process philoso
and about a year later started writing my first book on a Whitehea
theory of education and philosophical practice.

The question "What is an artwork?" can be understood
two fundamentally different levels. The common understan
refers to a theoretical understanding of art. It inquires the differ
between art and its underlying craft—such as carving or drawing
well as the mystical qualities of its creator, the artist. It discu
criteria which can turn something—a urinal, a carved stone
apparently random act—into a unique and auratic piece of
Even though this article is not the place to elaborate
understanding much further, for the readers familiar with
problem I would like to mention that the following project t
a stance in this discussion somewhere between Arthur C. Dan
remarks on the viewers role, Friedrich Schiller‘s anthropolo
idea of aesthetic play and, most visibly perhaps, Walter Benjam
problem of the technical reproducibility of art.

Unfortunately our studies featured little reflection upon
theoretical concepts behind the term art. Instead the variet
artistic techniques used in our class eventually revealed a m
subtle understanding of the question "What is an artwork?"
rather ontological approach it questions the adequacy of techn
when contrasted with the subject. How to, or even why, pa
painting of a flowing stream when a dance performance w
probably do more justice to the lively nature of the subject
shoot a video about restrictive bureaucracy when an exten
room installation might evoke a more authentic feeling of it? W
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Every visitor created a new,unique series of pictures, which oftenhad little to do with the finished painting.

Exhibit visitors interact with a distance-sensor to move through hundreds
of frames recreating the original creation process.

The first exhibition was a projection in a dark room, later versions experi-
mented with alternate approaches in new settings.
trace of a process of perception, conceptualization, and crea
The exhibited result shows the final status of a series of cha
on an object. It remains obscured to the viewer why the a
chose to stop here, which elements where excluded, cut of
covered up. Classical artwork, therefore, is generally a mom
embalmed and at best conserved for eternity. Assuming a proce
world following the philosophy of Whitehead, such a clas
artwork would be a mild case of performative contradict
because its subject is an ever ongoing, creative process. Follow
this train of thought, an artwork should not be a mere result,
embody a process itself. Certain techniques of art, such
performances and happenings are existing examples of a proces
artwork. But what if we wanted to open up one of the traditi
art practices, in this case painting, for a process approach? In o
words: What would it look like if one exhibits a painting as a process
not as a result?
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From the exhibit at the annual contemporary art fair
ArtMUC in Munich: The artwork and future gap are marked

out, the creation process documented, and projected
back into the now whited-out space.
documentation of the creative process would not suffice.
artwork should embody a process, not just reiterate it. There
we decided to interlink the painting process with the view
process. Experiencing the artwork should deconstruct the li
structure of the process of creation and thereby take the interpret
weight off the final stage—which is commonly shown in
exhibitions. In other words, we wanted to draw the attention a
from the result and direct it towards experiencing oneself interac
with the process of creation. To do this, I developed a comp
program which would use the values of a distance-sensor to s
one frame out of a series of images. Then I documented
process of Robert painting a semi-abstract landscape, brushst
by brushstroke, including all processual elements such as run
paint and the drying of the surface. Now the viewer would be
to use his body as a wireless control element to move back
forth through the process of creation and thereby remix it
an always new sequence of images.

The project was first exhibited in spring 2010 at an art fes
called "Prosume Conduce" in Munich, Germany. The festival
was therefore the ideal platform. The first version was a projec
in a dark room, which hid all technology and allowed the vie
to focus entirely on the moving images. The simple setup m
it easy for people to understand how the installation worked.
most interesting effect resulted from the sensitivity of the sen
The featured 322 frames were mapped on the sensory field
two meters, so the viewers automatically reduced their movem
to a very careful slow-motion. A visitor compared the experi
she had with the bodily sensation during her tai chi training.
intended merging of the artwork and the spectator was a suc
Every visitor created a new, unique series of pictures, which o
had little to do with the finished painting. Often visitors spe
long time with the installation and we could follow their movem
through the sensor data. The most beautiful graphs were cre
by children who intuitively immersed in the installation.

In the following seven years and throughout a series
exhibitions the installation changed shape and content and
technically improved. Just as exhibiting the artwork was a f
process, the work itself was meant to be an evolving process
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were presented by the cultural
department of Munich at the annual
contemporary art fair ArtMUC.
Together with my wife Mehtap, who is
a cultural manager with a background
in engineering and scientific computing,
we used the opportunity to rewrite the
basic codes and integrate 3D sensor
technology in order to increase
response time and accuracy. Robert
painted a six meter fish, symbol for
water and the flow of reality, of which
one part was documented and later
painted over with white again. The
documented part was then projected
onto the gap, producing an interactive
wallpainting. While most visitors found
the interactive aspect of the installation
inspiring and spent hours
experimenting, as well as engaged in
discussions, the impermanent nature of the artwork also u
some. Collectors and art lovers bemoaned the prospect of it b
painted over and gallerists dunned the impossibility to sell it. A
the fair, the remaining part of the painting was whitened as plan

Currently my wife and I are developing several new set
two of which will be used in the Bavarian Forest National P
The installation matches wonderfully with the park’s missio
protect and investigate natural processes, as well as prov
deceleration and observation in their visitors. One version wi
installed permanently in the national park centre; the secon
mobile version, will be used in schools to examine natural proce
of growth and decay. Another version is for a show at Ga
Bezirk Oberbayern where we want to address people with phy
We all of us feel o
Nature greater and dee

We perceive significances a
some haunting lines tha
vibration in combination with guided tours by specialists to a
groups who would usually be excluded to experience art.

As the project continues to evolve, it researches both
nature of art and the process of reality. Just as we must ask whe
our language is even capable of expressing process thou
adequately, we must ask if there can be a cultural "product" w
can coherently interpret the nature of reality. As an artistic rese
project it does not aim at providing an answer; instead it plays
the questions. Is art a product or an experience? What wou
culture look like which endorses process? And finally, where d
the artwork begin, and when does it cease to exist? ♦

ur appreciation of
per because of poetry...
nd relevances because of
t discipline our mind.

—Alfred North Whitehead
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http://processcenturypress.com/new-from-david-ray-griffin/
http://processcenturypress.com
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The Spiritual Alphabet: "B" is for Beauty

By Patricia Adams Farmer (Reprinted from jesusjazzbuddhism.org)

e

Beauty as a Holy Sanctuary

Beauty is a holy sanctuary where heaven and earth greet
other with gladness. It offers us glimpses of something more
promise of a "a hidden wholeness" underneath the broken
of this world. Beauty, I believe, is where we find our true h
with God and the world.

And God is beautiful.
So many have been injured by the very word "God" an

cannot use such language; that is understandable. I use the w
"God" throughout this Spiritual Alphabet Series in the sense
Alfred North Whitehead wrote of God, as the "poet of the wo
And, as a progressive Christian minister, I also embrace the vi
of Jesus as a lens through which we can imagine what God is
Not an all-controlling king "up there," but Love incarnate—in
world—weeping with those who weep and transforming
brokenness into novel possibilities for wholeness. As a pro
thinker, I believe in a beautiful God.
The Beauty of God

Pay attention (see the first essay in this series, "'A' is for
tention") to the world, for it offers stunning moments unfol
in time. Just yesterday I witnessed a dragonfly perched on pu
water lily. It looked as though it were about to launch into fl
Perhaps it was a nymph, ready for its very first flight and tr
to muster the courage atop the tall and welcoming water lily.

The larger world, outside this dragonfly and its lily, lo
somewhat grim, especially in these dark days in America w
anxiety is cresting like a wave in a hurricane. And yet, the drago
perches peacefully on its lily in a quiet pond. She seems to
saying: "All shall be well and all shall be well, and all manne
things shall be well" (Julian of Norwich).

"To participate in Beauty is
to come into the presence of the Holy."

—John O’Donohu
pay attention to Beauty and follow
its path as co-creators with a
beautiful God.

A Beautiful God does not
break into the world with odd
supernatural interventions; rather a
beautiful God lives right here, and
moves inside the purple petals of
the water lily as well as in the
translucent wings of the dragonfly.
God inhabits the smallest and least
showy things. We think of God as King and sing about his ma
on Sunday morning, but what we forget is the God who live
dragonflies and purple water lilies. Any spiritual revolution begins

If Beauty is divine, as the poet John O’Donohue sugg
then perhaps we should pay more attention to Beauty, and
sideline Beauty as mere dessert, eaten only after the nutriti
part of the meal is over—or on special occasions. Such a ske
worldview is quite alien to the tiny dragonfly, whose wings
imbued with divine joy. I would assert that Beauty is the m
course of any spiritual meal.
The Lure of Beauty

So, then, what is Beauty? Let’s start with what Beauty is
In our shallow, secular, and consumerist society, we have com
associate beauty with glamour, a paltry substitute. We have
distorted the word "beauty" by relegating it solely to the realm
the feminine. That long-standing fallacy is due to the well-mean
but thoroughly wrong-headed aesthetic works of Edmond B
and Immanuel Kant.

Kant, who in his famous work of 1764, Observations o
Feeling of the Beautiful and Sublime, developed Burke’s effort
divide Beauty into two realms: the realm of the sublime and
realm of the beautiful—the sublime being associated with
masculine, while the beautiful was given over to the femi
sphere. Kant’s examples of feelings of the beautiful are the s
of flower beds, grazing flocks, daylight. For Kant, feelings of
sublime are the result of gazing at mountain peaks, raging sto
and night. Writing from a patriarchal viewpoint, it is no surp
that the sublime was given the higher endorsement! By separa
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these two, the sublime and the beautiful, he demoted beaut
favor of the sublime, casting a shadow on the discipline of aesth
for over two centuries.

This is not the Beauty that brings wholeness and transforma
this is not the Beauty that Alfred North Whitehead speak
when he says, "the teleology of the Universe is directed tow
the production of Beauty." Alfred North Whitehead thank
does not build on Kant’s bifurcated model. However, it seem
me that Whitehead does not dismiss what Kant and Burke w
call the sublime, but rather integrates the darker and more int
ideas of the sublime into the very concept of Beauty, reun
day and night, masculine and feminine, storms and wildflow
into a wider harmony.

In Adventure of Ideas, Whitehead offers a view of beauty
can best be distilled into two words: Intense Harmony. Tha
beauty is not just harmony; beauty is not just intensity. Beau
intense harmony, uniting what Kant tried to separate.

Whitehead understands the centrality of Beauty—not jus
beauty of purple lilies and dragonflies, or the beauty of a Ma
symphony, a painting by Vermeer, or even the pure eleganc
mathematics and science. Rather, Whitehead sees beauty as
guiding lure in every becoming moment—that is, it is built
the very teleology of universe. We are lured forward in
moment by this urge toward Beauty, that is, toward what
intense harmony is possible in this fractured world.

This means that Beauty is not all sweetness and light, bu
intensity of contrast, which is why diversity is so beautiful—
why actively resisting hate and bigotry is an act of Beauty. Th
why we love each other in our differences and callings and person
quirks—and yes, political views, too. Beauty tells us that the fric
inherent in such contrasts can find a more intense harmon
Beauty’s wide and transforming embrace. And spirituality i
about transformation, isn’t it?
The Dream of Beauty

I think again of the dragonfly poised in expectancy atop
water lily. She sits lightly, dreaming of flying. She is ready for
adventure, but what will she encounter in the world where anyt
can happen? The very courage to begin such a risky journey a
intensity to the moment. This is Beauty’s calling. It is not safe
it is the only way to become who we really are.

Beauty loves dreamers like the dragonfly. "The Adventur
the Universe starts with a dream and reaps tragic Beauty,"
Whitehead. I see this aspect of tragic beauty in the person and
of Vincent van Gogh, who once wrote, "I dream of painting
then I paint my dream." The tragic aspects of his life and art fo
transformation in the wideness of Beauty's embrace.

Come what may, we can find healing and wholeness in
embrace of divine Beauty, because a beautiful God dares to li
in the dark alleyways of the soul. Rainer Maria Rilke says it
when he speaks of God this way:

We will sense you
like a fragrance from a nearby garden
and watch you move through our days
like a shaft of sunlight in a sickroom.
We are cradled close in your hands—
And lavishly flung forth.
So let us dream of Beauty, for it is surely the polestar for

spiritual pilgrim. Even when we falter in our faith, we can
believe in the snowy wings of a white egret, the gladness of a
friendship, the sonorous strings of viola, and the kindnes
strangers. Peace, says Whitehead, is "to trust in the efficac
Beauty." ♦

*This essay is a spiritual companion to the "Alphabet of
Spiritual Literacy" created by Frederic and Mary Ann Bru
and can also be found on the new blog "Process Musings
on their website SpiritualityAndPractice.com. Other essay
the series include "'A' is for Attention" and "'C' is for Com
passion."

http://www.spiritualityandpractice.com/blogs/posts/process-musings
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"Prehension" Poster

By Jesse Turri
- Mentoring Doctor of Ministry
- Doctor of Ministy in Practical Theology of

Healing, Reconciliation, and Transformation
in Korean Contexts

- Doctor of Ministy in Spiritual Renewal,
Contemplative Practice and
Strategic Leadership (Hybrid/Online)

Doctor of Philosophy in Practical Theology
- Education and Formation
- Spiritual Care and Counseling
Doctor of Philosophy in Religion
- Comparative Theology and Philosophy
- Hebrew Bible and Jewish Studies
- New Testament and Christian Origins
- Religion, Ethics, and Society
- Process Studies
Master of Divinity
- Ministerial Leadership (On-campus and Online)
- Interfaith Chaplaincy
- Islamic Chaplaincy
Master of Arts in Religion
- Concentration in Theological Studies
- Concerntation in a Theological Discipline
- Concentration in Interdisciplinary/

Comparative Studies
Master of Theological Studies
- Spiritual Care and Counseling
- Ethics and Social Change
- Interreligious Studies
- Religious Education
- Spiritual Formation
- Biblical Studies
- Process Studies
- Ministry
- Theology
designer writer, blogger, podcaster, and process thinker. You
have seen Jesse's work before if you follow Homebrewed Ch
tianity—he designed the logo!

The text of the poster is quoted from John Cobb's White
Word Book and reads as follows:

"Prehensions are the way that what is there becomes
something here. A prehension is the bond between
two actual occasions. The past occasion shares in the
constitution of the new occasion…"
"Suppose you are listening to music. You hear the
final chord of a musical phrase. But why do you hear
it as the final chord of a musical phrase? Is it a
matter of consciously recalling past experiences?
Obviously not. Unless the earlier occasions of
experience are functioning in the present, there
would simply be a succession of disconnected
sounds. The past experience flows into the present.
It does not constitute the present occasion of
experience totally, because there must be the addition
of the final chord. But the past is alive in the present.
Still, one experiences the presence of the previous
chords as derived from experiences in the past, the
very recent past. This is an example of the
prehension of the past experience by the now
becoming experience. What was past becomes
present, but it is present as derived from that past."

You can download a print-ready copy of this poster for free at
seturri.com/prehensionposter. ♦

*From Jesse's website: "My design philosophy is informed by Bau
Theory, Minimalism and Constructivism (among others). For
design is a creative challenge, and I view it as a process of sol
unique communication problems. I try to accomplish this task thro
a combination of cognitive stimulation and structural coheren
believe design should be intellectually thoughtful and intuit
comprehensible, so I attempt to blend creative ideas with prac
solutions. I believe myself to be a critical thinker, adept at desig
strategies that meet and exceed objectives. I have an ample backgro
in graphic, web and UI design, illustration, print production and
tography."

http://jesseturri.com/prehensionposter/
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Science and Metaphysics

By Maria-Teresa Teixeira
Some years ago when I touched down in São Miguel Is

I was dazzled by its mysterious, remote beauty. As I looked aro
it occurred to me it would be the perfect setting for a Whiteh
conference. But I immediately discarded the idea as a wild thou

Years later, I attended a conference in India. I remem
commenting with Helmut Maassen about the beauty of the Az
and how one day, in the distant future, it could be an ideal p
for a Whitehead conference. A few months later he asked m
make some enquiries about the possibility of having the 11th
ternational Whitehead Concference there. I wrote to my fr
Magda Costa Carvalho from the University of the Azores,
immediately welcomed the idea. Being a Bergsonian, Magda
enticed by the idea of hosting a conference on process thou
which would unite so many thinkers working on such a variet
themes and having so many different worldviews, exemplif
Bergson’s heterogeneous multiplicities.

For more than two years we all at the IPN and within
Whiteheadian and process thought community planned and wo
joyfully for the 11th IWC. The choice of our topic came natu
from the choice of our venue: Nature in Process. It celebrate
many ways the natural and always renewed beauty of the Azo
The subtitle Novel Approaches to Science and Metaphy
enhanced our purpose to find novel models for much nee
change in the world and for new paradigms for our science,
societies and for our economies.

We welcomed a variety of people from different fields; m
were process scholars but some contributed from their

John Cobb at the opening session
There were 16 sections, headed up by one or two organi
each one bridging Whitehead’s thought with some branch
theoretical or applied philosophy: Whitehead and Analytical P
sophy; Whitehead and Bergson; Whitehead and Biology; Whiteh
German Idealism and modern German philosophy; Whiteh
Indian Philosophy and Buddhism; Whitehead and Integral E
logy; Whitehead and Integral Economics; Whitehead
Mathematics; Whitehead and Neoplatonism; Whitehead and N
Cosmology; Whitehead and Phenomenology; Whitehead
Philosophy of Mind; Whitehead and Physics; Whitehead and P
matism; Whitehead, Spinoza and Leibniz; Whitehead and Theol

Johanna Seibt, Maria-Teresa Teixeira, Spyridon Koutrou
and René Pikarski, Aljoscha Berve, Andrew Schwartz, Bar
Muraca and Moirika Reker, Mark Dibben, Vesselin Petrov, Mic
Wagner, Lukasz Lamza, Luca Vanzago, John Pickering, Joac
Klose, Dennis Söelch, Helmut Maassen, Hans-Ferdinand A
headed them up, respectively.

The quality level of the papers presented was very high
we could discuss the foundations of process thought as we
the contemporary applications of Whitehead’s theory. Also
young scholars award was launched and many papers were submi

The committee was impressed by the overall quality of
papers, and by the range of philosophers employed in them
not just Alfred North Whitehead, but for example Henri Berg
and William James also. It was clear that such a strong field bo
well for the future of Process Metaphysics in all its Philosoph
Theological and Applied Process Thought forms. The YSA awa
two prizes, one for the best paper from a doctoral candi
regardless of age, and one for the best paper from an Early Ca
Researcher who is 35 years of age or less. We were delighte
announce that the winner of the Doctoral Candidate category

Alex Haitos (Texas A&M University), and
winner for the Early Career Researcher catego
was John Becker (Claremont School of Theolog
Three other young scholars were distinguishe
Pedro Lopes (University of Coimbra, Portug
Otávio Maciel (University of Brasília, Brazil) a
GlenVeitch, (The University of Newcast
Australia).

The opening session of the 11th IWC w
held in Igreja do Colégio, a beautiful, desecrate
17th century Jesuit church. A panel on Po
Francis’s encyclical Laudato Sí was held. Kuri
Kachappilly presided over a panel formed by Jo
Cobb, Herman Greene, Yutaka Tanaka, Vesse
Petrov and Andrew Schwartz. The discussion w
very fruitful and enthusiastic bridging process v
based on relationship and wholeness with
emphasis on integral ecology in the encyclica
the end, Kurian Kachappilly conducted a pr
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Attendees at the 11th International Whitehead Conference

The
from different faiths.
We had keynote speakers from all walks of life. Jason Bro

a clinical neurology professor, lectured us on the microgen
theory and its interceptions with process thought, establis
novel perspectives for neuroscience.

Yutaka Tanaka, from Sophia University in Tokyo, offer
very inspiring and philosophical talk bridging Buddhist nothing
and Whitehead’s creativity.

Helena Norberg-Hodge lectured us on "Local Econom
strengthening the Good and the Prudent." She sounded the
for the perils of globalization and underlined the need for ch
and for a new paradigm for our societies. Local, sharing c
munities, she claimed, can lead to prosperity and work as a m
for global change.

David Korten’s talk was truly stimulating. The 11th I

community was delighted to hear him talk about how Whitehe
philosophy might be an important foundation for environme
activism and for shaping the living economy. Philosophers sh
play a role in integrating epistemological frameworks into eth
structures. Spirituality goes hand in hand with the call for cha
in world economies, and Whitehead’s philosophy is certainly a
towards that change.

We were also honored by the presence of John Cobb. C

Lectures were held at the University of the Azores
doing invaluable work towards "deflecting humanity from self
struction." Modern civilization, on the other hand, has not defle
the world from that path and has not sought change. "Whiteh
and his followers are among these who call for change," Cobb st

John Cobb also reported on the advance of process tho
in the world, through the concept of "ecological civilizati
namely in China, South Korea and Los Angeles.

Michel Weber revisited common sense, enhancing the import
of understanding it in a new way instead of discarding it
"philosophical virtues" should be acknowledged, especially w
academia.

People from all over the world attended the 11th IWC: Au
Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, China, Czech Repu
Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Israel, Hungary, India, I
Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Pol
Portugal, Romania, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland
United Kingdom, and the United States. The conference
covered by RTP Açores, the local television network.

The 11th IWC is grateful to the University of the Azores
hosting the Conference and providing all the facilities and backgro
staff, making it such a success. It is also indebted to Prof.
Magda Costa Carvalho who gave so much of her time to
organization of the Conference.

Azores
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Real Spirituality for Your Church:
Process & Faith Offers its First Online
Conference

By David Grant Smith
On September 18, Process & Faith, which is a program

the Center for Process Studies, offered an online conference ge
toward helping clergy and lay leaders implement process theo
into their ministries. The daylong event focused on four diffe
aspects of ministry—bible study, preaching, prayer,
worship—each section lasting an hour. Registrants were given
opportunity to attend the conference from the comfort of t
own home or office, and were also given the option to purc
videos of the conference sections for future reference.
conference was also accredited through the Claremont Schoo
Theology’s Registrar for Continuing Education Units.

The focus of the day was to make process theology b
accessible and practical for use in a parish setting. So it seeme
make good sense to call upon experts who have experienc
applying process theology to parish ministry and who also h
gifts for teaching and empowering others to do so. Proces
Faith’s Director, Monica A. Coleman, Ph.D., invited four s
experts to be presenters and facilitators for the conference. In
role as Director of Process & Faith, Dr. Coleman provided a b
opening address to participants, introduced each of
speaker/presenters, and then provided a wrap-up address at
end of the day.
The first session was on Bible Study, and was led by Dr. Dav
Lull. Based on his long career in both scriptural interpretation
process studies, Dr. Lull provided great scholarly resources for
participant, including a "Process Theology and Biblical Interpreta
included a slide presentation and published notes for particip
which outlined his approach to biblical study through process theo
Among other things, Dr. Lull asserted the process perspective
one needs to be open to multiple interpretations of a text, a va
of modes of engagement with a text, intentional inclusion of div
opinions and experiences of a text (vis a vis race, culture, scien
discovery, etc.), and considering how engaging with texts can b
about actions. After giving a few samples of how some of t
principles can be applied to some passages, Dr. Lull facilitat
discussion with participants as he led them through an exhau
study of Matthew 20:1-16, the parable of the landowner who h
laborers throughout the day, which was the assigned Gospel peris
for the following Sunday, making the final section of his present
immediately relatable to participants’ parish ministry contexts.

Next was a session on Preaching, which was led by the
Jeanyne Slettom, Ph.D. Dr. Slettom began her presentation
a sweeping summary of a number of themes and key conc
which are contained in process theology. In her opening rem
Dr. Slettom reminded participants that "at its most basic, pro
theology is a theology of transformation. It emphasizes the unfa
presence of God in very moment of our lives. It connects u
each other and to all creation, finding value in diversity." Then
reminded participants that process theology contains a partic
view of anthropology, theology, and cosmology, and that pro
preaching would be good to include all those elements in
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a doctrine of God, and an assertion about the interrelatednes
God and all creatures. Two key "takeaways" from Dr. Sletto
discussion with participants were her emphasis on G
omnipresence in all aspects of preaching (preparation, speak
hearing, and reflection), and her assertion that the "sermon
communal act, even if only one person is speaking, because G
is present in everyone listening."

After a break for lunch, participants logged into the on
classroom for the next session, Prayer, which was facilitate
the Rev. Bruce Epperly, Ph.D. True to his extensive wor
spirituality and prayer, Dr. Epperly began his session with
invitation to silence, a prayer, and a song. Dr. Epperly then off
an opening presentation in which he reminded participants
Whitehead asserted that "religion is an adventure of the sp
and that he was looking to the participants to enter into
conversation with him about prayer and spirituality during
presentation. Dr. Epperly went on to state that he believes
"from a process perspective, there is no one prayer form. Bu
the interdependence of life, prayer can be a tipping point—
tipping point between health and illness, between success
failure, between peace and war. Prayer can make all the differ
in the world." Following his opening remarks, Dr. Epperly
invited participants into using the rest of the time in the ses
for conversation and exchanging ideas and experiences of pr

The final session was on Worship, and was led by Sher
Kling, Ph.D., who also wrote and sang the song which was u
at the opening of Dr. Epperly’s session on Prayer. Dr. Kl
presentation on Worship began with a brief exploration of
the world is always changing, and how, from a process perspec
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Kling offered participants a presentation enhanced with slides
in which she explored with them the power that both music
worship can have in grounding a faith community to be a transfor
presence in a world which is always in flux. Dr. Kling shared
examples of songs she composed which incorporate pro
themes for being such a presence in the world. "Love Is Pe
Power" addresses the concepts of community, nonviole
incarnation, relationality, novelty/adventure, love and persua
power. "We All Are Related" is a song which incorporates
principles of relations, becoming, incarnation, value and libera
Dr. Kling went on to suggest that process theology, and wor
grounded in that theology, facilitates a "deep encounter with G
as it "locates God in the world and in all beings; and it reve
cosmic reality in which we matter, we belong, and we can experi
positive change." Following her presentation, Dr. Kling facilit
a lively discussion with participants about how to incorporate
principles she presented in their own contexts and ministrie

Process & Faith was pleased that this online conference
a total of 28 registrations and participants, with several of t
opting to purchase the videos of the presentations and/or a
the conference experience toward their own Continuing Educa
Units. Process & Faith anticipates having other events like
one in the future—some daylong, and some for shorter
periods. Some of the anticipated topics that may be covered inc
interfaith dialog and process pluralism, process theology app
to various liturgical seasons, and process approaches to un
occasions in ministry (weddings, baptisms, funerals, etc.). Inform
about such programs will be available through the Process & F
website, www.processandfaith.org. ♦
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Green Transition Toward Ecological
Civilization: A Korea-US Dialogue

By Dongwoo Lee
My name is Dongwoo Lee, I am the director of the Ecolo

Civilization in Korea project and a Co-director at Center for Pro
Studies. Recently, I and my colleagues had an international Ecolo
Civilization conference. I opened the conference with a hear
welcoming message: "Welcome to Claremont, you might not k
how eager I am to meet you all today."

As the director of the EcoCiv Korea project, I have been
only member of the project for a while. I have mostly put
energy and time into translating Dr. John B. Cobb’s books
Korean. In the meantime, I have also met with Dr. Yoonje
Han, a journalist from Korea, and Dr. Gunna Jung, an econo
who has been teaching in Korea. The three of us began to m
together and study philosophy, religions, theology, economics,
other topics related to EcoCiv. Together we dreamed of an acad
conference which could build a bridge between Korea and the
It was once a mere wish, but now it has become real. So I ad
today are the drops of experience which we will put togethe
a nobility that we could not before imagine. We will see the uns
and call the possibilities that are yet to come.”

We believe that Ecological Civilization is not a meta-narr
but a concrete practice. This is the reason that we included exam
of innovations that the city of Seoul has enacted in order to ch
a way of life that is immensely affected by materialism and sev
competitive capitalism. Therefore the extension of the discou
at this conference should be broad. It includes an indivi
circumstance who is struggling with his/her basic needs, a
of nature, a relationship among human, earth, and universe.

Ecological Civilization is about an alternative way of li
and the future of civilization. This requires a radical way of thin
and living. We believe if we want to avoid the anticipated c
strophe, such as the result of climate change, we must change
way of life immediately and radically. A partial change can
bring a partial change and maintain the status quo. Ecolo
Civilization suggests a new paradigm that requires radical ch
in polity, economy, and society.

Dr. John B. Cobb, Professor Emeritus at Claremont Sc

https://processandfaith.org/
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does not pursue a way of “sustainable development” can
succeed in any count at all. Cobb is a scholar who leads
movement for an alternative civilization. As one of the m
influential theologians in North America, he says that he puts
biggest focus of his life into Ecological Civilization. If the w
“development” is considered a quantitative term, then “sustain
development” becomes an ineligible contradiction. He also poi
out, “If Wall Street ends its influence on politics, people will
a government that worries about ordinary people and their wo
lives.” It is because of the domination of global capitalism
he came to think of the importance of Ecological Civilizatio
an alternative way. The negative consequences of American so
which are caused by the tendency of following Mammon m
him seek the alternative. The alternative is the economy for
ecosystem, and the community for the human being. In orde
change into an ecological civilization, the current education sys
which is characterized by unlimited competition and numeri
measurable evaluation should be restructured.

Brian Swimme is a professor at the California Institut
Integral Studies, in San Francisco, where he teaches evolutio
cosmology to graduate students in the Philosophy, Cosmol
and Consciousness program. In his keynote speech “Ecolo
Civilization and Evolutionary Cosmology” at the first sessio
the second day of the conference, he referred to Dr. Cobb’s p
about restructuring the education system and said, “Our educa
system does not teach children anything other than to destroy
earth." The education system for ecological civilization i
strengthen the human relationship and bring the value of mu
respect.”

Kumsil Kang, a senior partner of One Law Partners
former minister of justice in South Korea, criticized the myt
economic growth in Korea. Kang noted that Korea has achie
industrialization in a relatively short period time following the
development model. The rapid economic growth is not sustain

Attendees at the EcoCiv Korea Conference
but Korea is still caught in the myth of economic growth.
also pointed out that according to Article 127-1, “the state sh
endeavor to develop the national economy through the innova
of science and technology and the development of informa
and manpower,” but in these days, without the consideratio
ecological aspects, the fourth industrial revolution becomes pop
She warns that this will cause a serious problem in the future.
is also an executive director of People for Earth Forum.
introduced the policy of transforming the renewable energ
Seoul city, the establishment of an environmental founda
including the eco-center and space school of Nowon-gu in Se
and the cancellation of the mega-shopping mall project of Je
city by altering the plan to construct an ecological park inst
She noted that many local governments are setting up sustain
development committees under the motto of “Think globally
act locally.” She mentioned that Korea’s federal government is
creating a presidential committee for sustainable developme

Fr. Jaedon Lee is a chairman of The Environmental Ser
Committee in Korean Catholic Seoul Archdiocese and profe
of Catholic Graduate School of Life. In his presentation, “
Environmental movement in Korea and the road of religio
he discussed environmental disasters caused by industrializa
in the 1960s, phenol contamination in the Nakdong River in 1
and anti-nuclear movements since the 2000s.

Jiye Shin, chairman of the joint committee of the Seoul G
Party, made her presentation in the Policy and Politics of Ecolo
Civilizations session. The title she presented was ‘Green Movem
and Green Party.’ In her presentation she pointed out that
myth of unsustainable economic growth in Korea made a monst
president, Lee Myungbak. Shin specifically mentioned the F
Major Rivers Restoration Project and 7-4-7 pledges from
presidential campaign that were driven by the blind myth of gro
She also noted that economic policies for nine years under presi
Myungbak Lee and Geunhye Park have destroyed democracy in K

Wangjin Seo is President of the Seoul Institute, the th
tank of Seoul Metropolitan City. He presented his talk, “A N
Paradigm in City Policy in Seoul: Moving towards an Ecolo
Transition” and introduced active policies that the city of S
has been applying, such as reducing one nuclear plant camp

Presenters included leading voices from Korea and the US
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transition. He mentioned that Seoul used to make economic gro
the first priority in policies, but now they have been execu
policies that are based on a philosophy of “sustainable Seou

Wonsoon Park, mayor of Seoul Metropolitan city, sent a v
message to the EcoCiv Korea Conference. He pointed out
Korea has paid for the consequences of careless industrializa
environmental crises caused by urbanization, destruction
communities, and inequality issues. He added that this is n
right direction for the future. We urgently need a paradigm
to have happiness for all and sustainable development. He
noted that in order to achieve this vision interdisciplinary approa
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He promised that he will listen to the constructive discourse
the EcoCiv Korea conference and apply them to Seoul.

This conference gave us a valuable opportunity to dis
philosophical and practical approaches to the social, political
economic agenda for ecological sustainability and justice.
ultimate vision and goal of this conference is to study and envi
policies that are directing us toward ecological civilization in Ko
I hope this vision will be even more fruitful in the 2018 S
Ecological Civilization Conference that EcoCiv Korea has b
working on. You can find EcoCiv Korea online
www.ecocivkorea.org. Stay tuned and follow us #ecocivkore
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Process scholars at AAR in Boston
AAR Review

By Rob Overy-Brown
Process studies demonstrated a strong presence at the An

Meetings of the American Academy of Religion (AAR) and So
of Biblical Literature (SBL) professional academic organizati
With nearly 10,000 scholars of religion converging in Boston f
November 18-21, 2017, opportunities abounded to explore
continued strength of the field and connect with the Center
Process Studies and its ongoing projects. The annual meet
prove to be a massive but well done conference every year, w
one might engage cutting edge ideas and scholarship, check
the newest publications, or catch up with friends and collea
from around the world.

As usual, CPS held its reception on Saturday night, welcom
all scholars to enjoy conversation and learn about what the Ce
has been doing. Also as has become standard, the room was
of friends across the spectrum and from across the country
beyond. Led by CPS director Andrew Schwartz, the night prov
an opportunity to hear about the upcoming calendar, the fu
plans for the Center, and hear about the research and project
the faculty and recent graduates in Process Studies at Clarem
The CPS reception is always a great time to meet and talk
faculty directors and likeminded thinkers in the study of reli
and be encouraged about the state of process studies in the w
of religious scholarship. Attendees enjoyed wine and cheese—
a selection of local craft beers—at one of the few Saturday eve
public receptions. Those gathered walked away with an intere
the many global projects CPS is undertaking and with a sens
confidence in the future of process studies no matter what
year ahead holds.

One particular project of CPS that has maintained a conc
presence at the AAR/SBL meetings the last few years is Tow
Ecological Civilization (EcoCiv). EcoCiv president and CPS fac
co-director Philip Clayton himself spoke numerous time
sessions on Ecology and Religion; and the project mem
continued to be involved in groups that are advancing rese
and activism in the urgent ecological conversation, such as
before the conference. In 2017, EcoCiv held its second an
meeting session during the regular conference. Whereas the prev
year was a conversation between Dr. Clayton and leading scho
on ecology and the current political climate, this year the conversa
particularly focused on small group and hands-on discussi
The session brought scholars of religion together to study
analyze how to work for concrete changes for advancing sustaina
in scholarly meetings and organizations in order to take on a gre
leadership role at these meetings and beyond.

Many scholars affiliated with CPS and process-adjacent thin
were likewise involved with a good number of regular AAR/
sessions presenting innovative and intriguing research. Faculty
director Monica A. Coleman spoke at numerous sessions on
work and in response to recent book projects. The Open
Relational Theologies section had sessions covering Whiteh
and Tillich in conversation ("Does God need the World?"), O
Relational Theologies Beyond Christianity, and "Open Theol
Open Borders?" which featured process and process-frie
scholars discussing the larger conference theme of religion
the most vulnerable. Many students and collaborators with
from Claremont represented a visible presence throughout sess
and in the hallways of the Hynes Convention Center in Bos
For one major example, Claremont professor Najeeba Syeed
awarded the 2017 Walter Wink Scholar Activist Award by Aub
Seminary.

Meanwhile, many other fascinating events took place throug

https://ecocivkorea.org/
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to the AAR/SBL crowd, foreshadowing a theorized run for hi
office in 2020. The film director Martin Scorsese was hono
with an award for religion and the arts, and a prerecorded v
interview with him was shown along with some of his religio
themed titles, such as the recent Silence. Although AAR/SB
non-partisan and draws membership from across the poli
spectrum, a significant group of scholars took the opportu
during the meetings to make a public display of activism
release "The Boston Declaration," a statement on the current
of U.S. religious practice in the context of contemporary pol
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conference bags in and around the Boston restaurants by day
night, taking in the local cuisine, cold winds, and histo
monuments. Suffice it to say the annual meetings were—and al
are—never short on major events and excitement.

Although a few people were still wandering the vast exh
hall filled with booksellers as the conference closed, many scho
departed tired yet excited for the next annual AAR/SBL mee
November 17-20, 2018 in Denver, Colorado. Come join
connect with CPS there and make the presence of the pro
field visible to the religious studies and theology disciplines!
Henning and Dennis Sölch. It is not clear whether Whitehead had
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Whitehead Revealed: Examining
Whitehead’s First Year of Harvard
Lectures

By Joseph Petek
From November 30th to December 2nd, 2017, the Whiteh

Research Project held its annual conference in Claremont, Califo
This year, the topic was the recently published The Harvard Lec
of Alfred North Whitehead, 1924-1925: Philosophical Presupposition
Science, edited by Paul Bogaard and Jason Bell, the first volum
the Edinburgh Critical Edition of the Complete Works of Al
North Whitehead. The goal of the conference was to explore
significance of this landmark volume for Whitehead scholars
particularly in regard to our understanding of Whitehe
philosophical development.

This volume of 1924-25 Harvard lectures is the first fru
the Critical Edition of Whitehead project begun by Brian Hen
in 2006, following more than ten years of work tracking do
cataloging, and transcribing hundreds of letters and thousand
pages of student notes taken during Whitehead’s Harvard cla
1924-25 was Whitehead’s first year in America, and his first
teaching a philosophy class after a long and distinguished ca
as a mathematician in England. The hope was that the notes t
during this class would throw new light upon the developmen
Whitehead’s philosophy. The papers delivered at the confere
prove that they do just that.

Among the many topics discussed at the conference was L
Ford’s longstanding compositional thesis, which split Whitehe
philosophy into distinct “phases,” and claimed that he had discov
temporal atomism in April 1925. But the text of the 192
Harvard lectures simply does not support this theory; key conc
that Ford believed Whitehead had only introduced at the en
the course were actually established at the very beginning.1 T
the volume definitively dispels Ford’s theory is a signifi
contribution to the field.

Another persistent theme through the conference was
influence of fellow Harvard professor Lawrence J. Henderson
Whitehead’s thought, discussed especially by Paul Bogaard in
paper on Whitehead’s philosophy of evolution, but also by B
read any of Henderson’s books prior to being called to Harv
but read them he eventually did, and the latter’s Fitness of
Environment (1913) seems to have provided him with some
inspiration; Whitehead explicitly credits Henderson’s influenc
a mid-December lecture.2 Bogaard noted in his talk that "in
applying the biological concept of fitness to the physico-chem
environment, Henderson may have been a catalyst in Whitehe
thinking of how biological concepts can pervade the whole phy
universe.”3 Yet despite Henderson’s clear and acknowled
influence on Whitehead’s thought in the Harvard classroom
receives only a single footnote in Process and Reality, a poi
illustration of how much might yet be revealed about Whitehe
influences and philosophical development through contin
editing and examination of his lectures. As is now well-establis
Whitehead was one of those teachers who simply taught wha
was currently thinking about and working on, rather than regurg
a set course year after year, and so this first year of lectures is
the tip of the iceberg in uncovering formerly unknown insi
into Whitehead’s thought.

But these were only a few of the themes discussed by s
of the leading Whitehead scholars in North America and Eur
Other papers included one on Plato’s influence on Whitehea
Aljoscha Berve, George Allan’s discussion of diagrams and m
Helmut Maaßen’s exploration of the role of aesthetics in Whiteh
thought, series general editor George R. Lucas’ talking about w
he calls this new picture of an "Alt-Whitehead," and Jude Jo
deep dive into some of the new metaphysical implications ari
from the lectures, provocatively titled "How 'Eternity' Got 'Thr
Forward' Into 'Perishing.'" The Whitehead Research Project ho
to collect these and other essays into an edited volume of confer
proceedings. ♦
1Paul Bogaard and Jason Bell (eds.), The Harvard Lectures of A
North Whitehead, 1924–1925: Philosophical Presuppositions of Sc
(Edinburgh University Press, 2017), xlvi-xlvii.
2Bogaard and Bell, Harvard Lectures 1924-25, 135.
3Paul Bogaard, “Whitehead and his Philosophy of Evoluti
(paper presented at Whitehead Revealed: Examining Whitehead’s
Year of Harvard Lectures, Claremont, CA, December 1, 2017), 12
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By David Grant Smith
On the afternoon of September 28, Pilgrim Place ho

author Timothy Murphy for a presentation of his recently publi
new book, Counter-Imperial Churching for a Planetary Gospel (Pro
Century Press, 2017). The book serves as Volume III in
Theological Exploration Series of Process Century Press.

Murphy’s presentation began by explicating the choice
words used in the title. He explained that throughout the bo
case is made of how we are more and more living in a cult
context which is imperial, a direct result of colonialism, and
the institution of the Church has been complicit in that imp
trajectory in various ways. He argues that the notion of "chu
should no longer be a noun, but that it should become a verb
activity—"churching"—which needs to aim itself on a trajec
which no longer supports the agenda of imperialism.

One of the key points of his presentation was his call for
church to be active in proclaiming the "bad news" before preac
the "good news" to the world. By actively identifying and nam
what the problems are with imperialism, "churching" can b
to do its work towards countering those problems. Murp
excellent presentation of his book included his outlining of
process by which he envisions "churching" as being a viable
forward from the present situation by using both a slide presenta
of the book’s basic concepts and by reading some excerpts f
the book to help underscore the major points of his talk.

Andrew Schwartz mans the book table
presentation,
there was dialog
with those in
attendance in a
question-answer
format. The staff
of the Center for
Process Studies
was on hand
afterwards to sell
copies of the
book, while
Timothy Murphy
engaged attendees
in conversation
and was signing
copies of his
book. Counter-
Imperial Churching
for a Planetary
Gospel is available for sale through both the Center for Pro
Studies and Process & Faith.

Timothy Murphy is currently the Visiting Assistant Profe
of Religion and Politics at Claremont School of Theology an
the former Executive Director of Progressive Christians Uni
a faith and social justice organization based in southern Califo
He has served in various congregational and ministry setting
Kentucky, Missouri, Washington, Texas, and California with
Disciples of Christ and the United Church of Christ.

Cobb, Neville and the Riddle of God

By Andrew M. Davis
A longstanding (albeit friendly) feud between Boston

Claremont recently took on flesh in the meeting of John B. C
Jr. and Robert C. Neville at Claremont School of Theology. T
familiar with these eminent scholars will know of their las
contributions to arenas of philosophy, theology and compara
religion. Indeed, each has been respectively praised as among
most pioneering living figures in these fields. It was not surpr
therefore that their shared presence drew an audience of mul
generations.

It is clear that Cobb and Neville agree on much. Given
their differences usually take center stage, they felt it importan
remind the audience of their similarities. Their mutual apprecia
for their Methodist roots remains strong, and both reflected u

Timothy Murphy
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differences emerge, they nevertheless share a fundamental con
for practical Christianity, one which centers Jesus in relatio
ethics, reconciliation, compassion and love. Philosophically,
are both deeply indebted to Whitehead’s emphasis on the u
relationality of things in contrast to "substance" notions
independent or self-sufficient existence. They also resist the nar
and more "localized" emphasis of some forms of postmodern
insisting instead upon the need for synoptic metaphysical vis
in the pursuit truth. Both acknowledge that an honest combina
of the relationality of things with a rigorous pursuit of t
requires serious engagement with philosophical and relig
perspectives other than their own. It is out of these core convict
that their mutual libraries have sprung. Strong theological differe
do remain between them, however, largely extending from
event which first brought them into dialogue.

This event was the publication of Neville’s book Creativity
God: A Challenge to Process Theology (1980). The core of this b
deeply challenged the presumed benefits of Whiteheadian the
as not only philosophically shortsighted, but also theologi
inadequate, espousing a God that is ultimately unworthy of wor
These were fighting words. Cobb remembered this event
"shattering experience" which really "got under the skin" of
(younger) Center for Process Studies with its theistic orientat
Part of the reason for this was that in contrast to other critiq
raised by those who really did not understand Whitehead, Ne

demonstrated that he did—and arguably quite well.
Among other things, Neville’s prime challenge focused u

the "ontological question" in Whitehead and a presumed fatal
between God and creativity, standing outside the reach of

John Cobb and Robert Neville drew a large audience
Most CPS seminars are available to view via our webist
for "cosmological causation," leaving the more fundame
question of "ontological causation"—of why there should
unification of the manifold through creativity at all—unaddre
by Whitehead. In other words, creativity as such must requir
reasons! Whether Whitehead adequately addresses this or not
been discussed by several process thinkers including Cobb, L
Ford, David Ray Griffin and others. Nevertheless, for Nevi
major break with the Claremont tradition is required, exten
in his mind from both rational rigor and the desire for theolo
worshipfulness. The diverse symbols attached to "God" refe
the eternal "ontological act" which creates ex nihilo all determi
things (including temporal distinctions) and which makes it
the determinate creator in creating. "God" is thus the indetermi
determiner of determinate things, the formless former giving
to both forms and the formed. This is a mouthful and one won
whether or not this really makes sense. Is it not rationally worthw
after all, to insist (as much of the tradition has) that out of not
"determinate" nothing determinate could ever arise (ex nihilo nihil

Many differences between Cobb and Neville arise on t
matters. However, the question surrounding whether or not G
is properly conceived as "a supreme being" or "Being its
remained central to the recent dialogue. Certainly, as Ne
emphasized, the Christian tradition has both mystical line
extending from the latter and more pious devotional line
grounded in the former. Cobb understands God as a "subject"
personal being—with intention, will and a "call" to and for
world, while Neville insists that "God" is not in fact any
these—not a "being," not agental, personal or loving in any li
sense. These are personalistic metaphors, orienting symbols
the "ontological act" largely at home in Western theolo
sensibilities.

Both men seemed to suggest that "Being itself" and "a supr
being" are ultimately opposed to one another: "Being itself is
a being and a being cannot be being itself," Neville insisted.
is this really the case? Certainly there must be a way to integ
these two notions into a coherent theological conception. I p
see Whitehead and Hartshorne’s dipolar theological visio
allowing us precisely this. But this was a lacuna in the conversa
The question remains: need "Being" and "being" in God be "
tradictory" or "complimentary?" Are these notions really any m
difficult than saying that God is both "primordial" and "c
sequent," "necessary" and "continent," albeit in different w
What is more, how is it that deeper reconciliations derived f
complimentary differences among religious traditions is poss
but reconciling "Being" and "being"—both ontological gro
and willing agent in the Divine—is not?

Many questions of course remain. However, the deep
explore Whitehead, I see that the riddle of "Being" and "be
in God seems to necessitate attention to the notions of crea
becoming and mutual immanence, both of which were lackin
e. Simply go to ctr4process.org/publications/audio-video

ctr4process.org/publications/audio-video
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John Cobb talks with students at Loyola Marymount University
Studies chair, Douglas Christie, who asked them to reflect upon
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any clear distinctions on this question, they may also offer a p
for both. Whitehead would remind us that the "fallacy of mispl
concreteness" haunts our theology as much as our philosophy
science. This thought, anyway, was my final takeaway from
meeting of these two renowned thinkers. Their recent dialo
was worthwhile for the Claremont community, as I’m sure it
was for those listening in from Boston. The feud perhaps rem
but a new generation is thinking through these theological rid
once again.

The Role of Education and the
Degradation of Nature: An Informal
Lecture and Conversation with John B
Cobb, Jr.

By John Becker
On Wednesday, November 1, the Theological Stu

Department and the T. Marie Chilton Chair of Catholic Theo
at Loyola Marymount University, Los Angeles, in conjunction
the Center for Process Studies, held an informal lecture by J
B. Cobb, Jr. The desired topic addressed the relationship betw
educational institutions and environmental issues. The e
brought together a crowd of more than 20 individuals, bei
robust mix of both faculty members and students. The thrus
Cobb’s talk focused on how higher education has become enam
with boasting a "value-free" approach, presenting the hard f
and allowing students to bypass the larger ethical implication
those facts. Cobb finds our current educational model lackin
responsibility, responsiveness, and comprehensiveness. Accor
to him, the aspiration to "value-free education" has been disast
for society, social justice, and the environment. He argues
"value-free education is not free of values; it’s free from reflec
on values." A driving factor of this was the rise of highly specia
To think is most d
But to think is our busi
point, he finds Pope Francis’ insights within Laudato si’ indispens
for helping us restore our relationship to others and the environm
through his call to reimbue education with environmental conc
For example, Pope Francis states, "our efforts at education
be inadequate and ineffectual unless we strive to promote a
way of thinking about human beings, life, society and our relation
with nature" (Ls, §215).

Professor Cobb’s speech was well-received, but some p
back was offered by students under the prompting of the Theolo
their educational experiences at Loyola Marymount—espec
concerning the topic of values within the classroom. Sev
students, to Cobb’s delight, shared classroom experiences
openly addressed values and attempted to situate their la
implications. Student after student shared stories of class discuss
that attempted to critically engage the importance of values w
their respective disciplines. Although Cobb’s critique is substanti
perhaps religiously affiliated educational institutions, such as Lo
Marymount and others, will become the beacons of hope f
more integrated education in purview of environmental iss
Although alluded to, the implications of these derivative topi
yet to be fully explored. ♦
angerous operation....
ness. Refusal is cowardice.

—Alfred North Whitehead
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John Cobb in China 2017
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Interconnections

John Cobb at a press conference in Liandu
Dr. John B. Cobb, Jr. took a trip to China in Octo
accompanied by a delegation from the Institute for Postmod
Development of China consisting of Meijun Fan and Zhihe W
codirectors of the IPDC, and Dr. Evaggelos Vallianatos, form
of the US Environmental Protection Agency, and later joine
Bill Vitek, Professor of Philosophy and Chair of the Departm
of Humanities and Social Sciences at Clarkson University. T
trip took place during the period leading up to the 19th Nati
Congress of the Communist Party, a very sensitive political ev
which made the trip itself a remarkable event. Few other foreig
were invited to speak in China during this time.

On Oct 8 Cobb and the others met with Mr. Shi Jixi,
mayor of Lishui (a city in Zhejiang Province with a populatio
2.68 million people). The next day thr group visited two hist
villages (Dagangtou village and Xiananshan village) where g
efforts at revival, renovation, and restoration have been made
Dr. Vallianatos vividly described, Dagangtou village had remn
of an ancient weir, a large-scale hydraulic irrigation dated to ab
1,500 years ago. This village is so beautiful that painters have m
it their workshop. Oujiang River flows next to the painters’ vil
Very old large trees shade the homes and streets of the vil
The other village, Xia’ Nanshan, was built on a mountain in
Ming dynasty (14th to the 17th centuries). It is undergoing renova
but keeping its traditional architecture. In both villages the g
efforts the local government made to activate and revive t
villages by making them beautiful and livable is clearly felt.

On Oct 10, the First Liandu International Symposium
Ecological Civilization and Green Development was held in Lia
capital of Lishui. This Symposium was
cosponsored by Liandu Local Government,
the Institute for Postmodern Development of
China, the Chinese Academy of Governance,
Zhejiang Association for Science &Technology
Development, Center for Process Studies, and
EcoCiv.

Dr. Cobb and Prof. Vitek delivered
keynote speeches, as well as Prof. Tiejun Wen,
a recipent of John Cobb Common Good
Award. Representing IPDC/CPS and EcoCiv,
Zhihe made a speech at the opening ceremony,
which was titled "We Are Making History." 500
government officials and a cadre of villages
and towns listened to their speeches.

Another important occurrence at this
conference was the establishment of "The
John Cobb Workstation on Ecological Civiliz-
ation." The task of the Workstation is to
provide strategic advice and suggestions about
This is a 3+2 years program. The Liandu local government
be responsible for the expenses of establishing the Worksta
including providing necessary office space, office facilities,
international transportation costs, board and lodging. After sig
on the agreement, Dr.Cobb was also invited to be an advise
Liandu Government on Ecological Civilization. After recei
the certificate from the hands of Mayor Hao Chen, Dr.C
promised to try his best to make Liandu, with 460,000 people—
city citizen and farmers, a postmodern organic communit
which people feel happy and have sense of belonging.

On Oct 11, Cobb gave a public lecture at the Beijing
Bookworm Bookstore, the first public Process lecture in Ch

John Cobb lectures in Liandu
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John Cobb met with Xu Jialu twice

The response was so great, questions continued into the nigh
similar sentiment was expressed the next day as Cobb met
Mr. Jialu Xu, vice-Chairman of the National People's Congress(w
status is equivalent to vice president of China). This meeting
not enough for Mr. Xu who requested an additional meeting
following in order to have chance to express himself fully an
listen to Dr. Cobb’s insights fully.

The dialogue went very well. Mr. Xu expressed his str
willingness to cooperate with IPDC. At the end of the dialo
he time and again invited Dr. Cobb to come to China ag
Expressing concern for Cobb’s well-being, he enumerated m
events including conferences, visits to ethnic minority fam
and dialogues on faith and religion as well as medicine tha
hoped Cobb would be able to attend.

In between these discussions, Cobb and the others also
tured to students at China Agriculture University on the import
of farming as a profession.
Most of these events and meetings received media coverage by
lets such as Lishui Daily, Chuzhou Evening News, China Civiliza
Net, Xinhua News Agency, China News Net, Zhejiang News, C
Deployment Net, and China Economic Herald. ♦

Greater Arkansas Interfaith Network
(GAIN)
A "Widening the Circle" Partner

In central Arkansas our aim is to Widen the Circle of inte
in process orientations, and our primary venue has been GA
Its events and activities, as identified on our website, are app
process thought and, at the same time, an indirect way of introdu
people to the process (open and relational) approaches to life
are as interested in introducing people to a culture as we are
worldview. What is important is that people experience this cu
and realize there is an interfaith (process-oriented) option
includes believers, unbelievers, and the vast majority who

John Cobb and the mayor of Li Shui
itself a multi-faith community united in key values and attitu
contained in the Twenty Key Ideas in the process tradition
want to share these ideas, not by proclamation but by examp

In the spring GAIN sponsored a series on the world’s relig
at a local coffee shop in Conway, Arkansas. In the fall it ho
numerous programs and events in partnership with the Faul
County Public Library and a wide range of religious organizat
including the Medina Institute and Mosque and Ecumen
Buddhist Society in Little Rock. These events have included, am
others:

•Multi-Faith Monday: Learning the Spiritual Alphabet
•Introduction to Liberation Theology
•Worldview Wednesdays
•Humanistic Islam for the 21st Century
•Theatrical Thursdays: Film and Spirit
•Can a Christian be a Buddhist, Too?

More events are planned for next spring, including a Whiteh
Reading Group plus a good many interfaith activities (worksh
and discussion series). More information can be found on the w
site www.gainarkansas.com ♦
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Call for Papers
Taddress Ecological Civilization and Symbiotic Developm
It is no secret that both China and the world are facing m

disturbing problems today, and that we are heading in the direc
of an ecological catastrophe. Finding an alternative to the cur
form of modernization has become an urgent issue. What are
root causes of the current crisis? What are the philosoph
political, economic, and cultural foundations of this crisis? H
do we step out of this predicament and avoid destroying the ea
ecosystems? Are there alternatives to the Western civilization
has formed the modern era? Is a new civilization—an ecolo
civilization―possible? What is “ecological civilization”? Wha
its philosophical foundations and its social, political, and econo
implications? What kinds of kinds of sustainable practices
emerging today that may help us to create an ecological soc
What kind of role can China play in creating an ecological civiliza
The 12th International Forum on Ecological Civilization
contribute fresh reflection on these burning questions from
organic, relational, non-dualistic perspective that is far m
congenial to classical Asian thinking in general, Chinese in partic

If you are committed to creating an ecological civilization
have interest in any of the above topics, you are invited to contri
a paper to the conference. Please submit a 1500 word abstrac
your proposed conference paper. The deadline to submit
abstract is Feb. 28, 2018. More information on the conference
topics can be found at www.ctr4process.org/event.
Contact Info:
Institute for Postmodern Development of China, USA
Email: eco-conference@postmodernchina.org
Tel: 909-450-1658
Fax: 909-621-2760

Open Theology invites submissions for the topical i
"Intersubjectivity and Reciprocal Causality wi

Contemporary Understanding of the God-World Relationsh
edited by Joseph A. Bracken (Xavier University, USA).
Description

Relationality and intersubjectivity are terms frequently u
in contemporary systematic theology. Both terms seemi
presuppose a more socially oriented approach to reality, a
awareness of the interconnectedness of everything with everyt
else in this world. Likewise, contemporary Trinitarian theolo
being rethought in a more communitarian context. The di
persons are increasingly depicted as engaged in intersubjec
relations both with one another and with all their creatures.
given the attractiveness of this new communitarian approac
more than a figure of speech? Could intersubjectivity instea
understood as the paradigm or governing concept for a
metaphysics, a new rational scheme for how individual ent
big and small, relate to one another in this world so as to const
a universe or cosmic totality? Then, rethinking how human be
relate to one another on a daily basis, can one draw inference
to how intersubjectivity could likewise be at work in the Chris
God-world relation?
Authors publishing their articles in the special issue will benefit f

•transparent, comprehensive and fast peer review
•efficient route to fast-track publication and full
advantage of De Gruyter Open’s e-technology,

•free language assistance for authors from non-English
speaking regions.
Publication costs should be covered by so-called Ar

Processing Charges (APC), paid by authors, their affili
institutions, funders or sponsors. Authors who would like to a
for discounts or free publication are asked to discuss it
Managing Editor of the journal, Dr. Katarzyna Temp
(katarzyna.tempczyk@degruyteropen.com), before submit
their article.
How to Submit

Submissions are due March 31, 2018. To submit an article
the special issue of Open Theology, authors are asked to ac
the on-line submission system at: www.editorialmanager.com/ope
Please choose as article type: “Topical Issue Article: Intersubject
and Reciprocal Causality”. Before submission the authors sh
carefully read over the Instruction for Authors, available
www.degruyter.com/view/supplement/s23006579_Instruction_fo
uthors.pdf. All contributions will undergo critical review be
being accepted for publication. Further questions about
thematic issue can be addressed to Joseph A. Bracken
bracken@xavier.edu. In case of technical or financial questi
please contact journal Managing Editor Dr. Katarzyna Temp
at katarzyna.tempczyk@degruyteropen.com.

The Faculty of Arts of the University of South Bohem
proud to be hosting the 5th European Summer Schoo

Process Thought, which will be devoted to a wide range of aest
themes and problems considered from the point of view of pro
thought. The conference will be held August 6-10, 2018. V
www.ff.jcu.cz/5esspt or contact esspt5@ff.jcu.cz for m
information.

Abstracts should contain name of the author, affiliation,
name of the paper; its length should be 300–500 words.
deadline for submission is April 31, 2018. Notification of accept
will be May 30, 2018. ♦

http://ctr4process.org/event/12th-international-forum-on-ecological-civilization/
https://www.degruyter.com/view/supplement/s23006579_Instruction_for_Authors.pdf
http://www.ff.jcu.cz/5esspt
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Featured Works in Process Thought

Praying with Process Theology: Spiritual Practices for
Personal and Planetary Healing
By Bruce Epperly
River Lane Press, 152 pages (March 2017)

We need to move from individualism and consumerism to simplicity of life and a sense of the
common good. We need a worldview that inspires transformed spiritual practices as well as personal
and community commitments to justice and ecological healing. We need to align ourselves with
God’s vision of planetary healing. The fifty days of devotional readings and spiritual practices
offered here, grounded in the insights of process theology, are designed to do just that. Process
theology provides a practical, life-changing vision for our pluralistic, postmodern, and planetary age.
Our theological visions can cure or kill. Images of God emphasizing power, domination, and
predestined privilege have led to planetary destruction and the eradication of indigenous people.
In contrast to life-destroying theologies, we need theological visions that empower, heal, and inspire
us to become God’s companions in changing the world. Theology—and process theology, in
particular—can be understood as a series of affirmations that can change our minds and change
the world, if held sincerely and practiced consistently. These affirmations are intimately connected
with spiritual practices that can be used by laypeople as well as religious and academic professionals
to enable an experience of the profound interconnectedness of life and our intimate companionship
with a loving, living God. ♦

Presence and Process: A Path Toward Transformative Faith
and Inclusive Community
ByDaniel P., Coleman
Barclay Press, 232 pages (August 2017)

The North American Christian church of the early twenty-first century finds itself in a period of
decline. A growing percentage of young adults are not entering the front doors of churches while
at the same time older and previously dedicated Christians are leaving. Reasons for the rise of the
Nones and the Dones have been well-documented: they have found the institutional church to be
increasingly irrelevant to their lives; they want to be part of an engaged and interactive community
rather than members of a passive audience; they are sick of judgmentalism and exclusion; they
question the efficacy of churches spending 85 percent of their budgets on buildings and pastoral
salaries; they are not in accord with political/ideological stances of their churches or denominations;
they are disinterested in serving organizational structures; or they simply no longer believe the
doctrines taught by the churches in which they grew up. Coinciding with the deflation of the Western
church and the dramatic increase in Nones and Dones is the explosion in popular culture of the
mindfulness movement, which emphasizes meditation practices derived from Buddhism. These
concurrent phenomena—the decline of Christendom in North America and the rise of a Westernized
form of Buddhism and various secularized applications of Buddhist meditative practice—form an
interesting juxtaposition that warrants exploration. ♦
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Uncontrolling Love: Essays Exploring the
Love of God
With Introductions by Thomas Jay Oord
SacraSage Press, 406 pages (June 2017)

What if God is not in control? And what if this lack of control isn’t because God is weak or uninvolved?
What if, instead, God’s powerful and universal love is inherently uncontrolling?
In this book, more than eighty writers explore uncontrolling love, an idea first suggested by Thomas Jay
Oord in his award-winning work, The Uncontrolling Love of God: An Open and Relational Account of
Providence (IVP Academic). Contributors explore uncontrolling love in practical, political, scientific,
personal, economic, biblical, ethical, and philosophical dimensions. Many tell stories and pose questions.
Others offer novel ideas to make sense of life or promote well-being. Oord offers introductions to key ideas
and concepts. ♦

Counter-Imperial Churching for a Planetary
Gospel: Radical Discipleship for Today
By Timothy Murphy
Process Century Press, 260 pages (June 2017)

“We live in an era that requires us to radicalize what ‘church’ means.” So declares Timothy Murphy in this
bold new ecclesiology that weaves together process theology and political philosophy. Murphy argues that
the root problems an ecclesiology must address today are not primarily doctrinal, nor are they solely focused
on a church’s self-enclosed internal life. It is to the world, the planet and its innumerable relationships, both
liberating as well as destructive, that an ecclesiology should respond. In the context of globalizing Empire,
where economic systems function as faiths, and planetary depredation is the norm, church must become a
counter-witness to the ideologies of neo-liberal economic theory and free-market capitalism. Churches
should seek to enact and witness to an alternative conceptualization of how people can live and interact with
each other in more healing and just ways. If existing faith communions will not or cannot address this
situation adequately, then new faith communities need to emerge as radical witnesses and partners for social
transformation. ♦

Beyond Whitehead: Recent Advances in
Process Thought
By Jakub Dziadkowiec and Lukasz Lamza, eds
Lexington Books, 168 pages (September 2017)

As any rich philosophical tradition in a period of intensive growth, process philosophy may therefore seem
confusing to the uninitiated, or even to the well initiated. There is simply so much going on that one may, so
to speak, lose the forest for the trees. The purpose of this book is to organize and arrange selected
examples of contemporary work in process philosophy, with opening commentaries by world’s leading
Whiteheadian scholars, to give the reader a taste of the global vision of process currently expressed within
this field of philosophy.
The book is split into two parts: the first discussing the historical roots of and future perspectives for basic
concepts of process thinking, and the second presenting original contemporary work in extending and re-
interpreting the basic metaphysical structure of process. ♦
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Announcements from the Center

We have recently redesigned our website. We apologize
for any difficulty in accessing information during the transition and

ask your patience as the dust settles and everything finds its permanent
location. You can find our new look at the same addres: www.ctr4process.org.

Would you like to write for Process Perspectives?
Do you have an article idea you want to contribute?

Contact the editor at kcloward@ctr4process.org to find out
how you can get involved with the magazine!

January 20: Farmers and Philosophers Conference
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Please send correspondence to:Center for Process Studies1325 North College AvenueClaremont, California 91711Telephone (909) 447-2533

April 27-28: 12th International EcoCiv Forum
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Calendar
Agriculture has always been a defining characteristic of c
ization, yet unsustainable agricultural practices are a major rea
why we now find ourselves in the midst of a serious environme
crisis. This will be the first conference of its kind to address
underlying frameworks driving these practices.
February 1: Religion Without Walls Seminar

Jerry L. Martin returns to CPS for another discussion on
spiritual truth is expanding beyond the boundaries of instituti
religion.
February 15: CPS Advisory Board Meeting

Are you interested in the current state of the Center
Process Studies? Are you interested in participating in discuss
about visions for the future of CPS? If so, join us for the
annual CPS Advisory Board meeting.
February 16-19: Common Good International Film Festiv

Four days of films and discussions that elicit common se
common decency, and the common good, while celebrating
wisdom of Alfred North Whitehead.
March 5: Seminar with John Torday

Join Torday, Professor of Pediatrics, Ob-Gyn, Evolutio
Medicine at UCLA, as he discusses how quantum mecha
predicts evolutionary biology.
The 12th International Forum on Ecological Civilization
contribute fresh reflection on questions of ecological civiliza
and symbiotic development from a perspective that is far m
congenial to classical Asian thinking in general, Chinese in partic
June 4-8: Process & Faith Summer Institute

The Process Theology Summer Institute is a 5-day inten
set of courses designed to introduce basic issues in the theory
application of process theology. Participants will have the op
to either attend the courses in person on the campus of Clarem
School of Theology, or attend them online from the comfor
their own homes.

We continually update our calendar with new events. You
find out what is happening by going to our website ctr4process
liking our Facebook page, or following us on Twitter @ctr4proce

http://ctr4process.org/
http://ctr4process.org/
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Make checks payable to CST/Center for Process Studies and mail to: Center for Process Studies, 1325 North
College Avenue, Claremont, CA 91711. U.S. dollars only, and drawn on a U.S. bank, please. VISA and Master-
Card are also accepted.

CO N TR I B U T I O N

ME M B E R S H I P

PAY M E N T IN FO R M A T I O N (FO R C O N TR I B U T I O N S A N D M E M B E R S H I P S )

BE Q U E S TS : SU P PO R T I N G T H E CO M M O N GO O D

Name
Mailing Address
City/State/Zip
Email Telephone

Enclosed is a special contribution.

I would like to become a member of Center for Process Studies at the following level:
Student/Senior $50 (U.S. Only) Contributing $150
Participating $60 (U.S. Only) Sustaining $300
International $75

(Memberships are tax deductible, less $50 for journal and newsletter, if made payable to
CST/Center for Process Studies)
I would like to become a Hartshorne Lifetime Member of CPS.
Enclosed is $1,500. (A Hartshorne Lifetime Membership is tax deductible, less $500 for lifetime
journal and newsletter subscriptions.)

To pay by credit card (Visa and MasterCard accepted):
Total Enclosed $ ________________

Name on Card ______________________________________
MC/VISA Account Number ___________________________
Exp. ____ /____ V-Code (3 digits on back of card) ________
Signature __________________________________________

Make checks payable to CST/Center for Process Studies and mail to: Center for Process Studies,
1325 North College Avenue, Claremont, CA 91711. Payment in U.S. dollars only.

I am considering a bequest to the Center for Process Studies and would appreciate receiving information.
I have already included a bequest in my will or living trust for the Center for Process Studies.



The Center for Process Studiesc/o Southern California School of Theology1325 North College AveClaremont, California 91711-3154
forwarding service requested

OUR PURPOSE...
The Center for Process Studies seeks to promote the common good by means of
the relational approach found in process thought, which emphasizes the reality of
becoming and change over static being. Process thought helps to harmonize moral,
aesthetic, and religious intutions with scientific insights, grounds discussion between
Eastern and Western cultural traditions, and brings issues of human justice together
with a concern for ecology.

Visit us online at

www.ctr4process.org
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